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10 years hundreds of landowners have been forced to permit stripmining on their land, though it was often their distant relatives who
signed away the rights. For many, the first word they hear of a mining
company's plans is through the mandatory public notices printed in
local newspapers. Frankfurt attorney John Rosenburg says that during
the past year 20 to 30 notices a week have appeared across the state.
Because no laws restrict mining under broad form deeds, mountaineers have traditionally tried to strike deals with coal companies
that want to mine their land, hoping at least to limit the abuse. For
Cornett, this worked for a time. He signed an agreement in 1977
with Falcon Coal Company that allowed them to mine "just the top
seam of coal," says Cornett, who adds that "most of us agreed because
this company was doing pretty good reclaiming." Unfortunately,
Falcon was sold to Vagas Coal Company, and the new owner decided
not to abide by Cornett's agreement. Vagas insisted on strip-mining
the land Cornett tried to preserve.
Efforts at the state level to limit the abuses under broad form
deeds have been struck down three times in the last 10 years. What
protection Kentucky's landowners may have received from the 1977
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act has been severely
undercut since former Interior Department Secretary James Watt
gave states the authority to develop their own programs to
regulate surface mining. Taken off the federal leash, communities in
eastern Kentucky have been left to battle the broad form deeds in
their county courthouses, where coal interests have traditionally held
sway.

Land rape in Ky.
By Lynn Arditi
Sidney Cornett, a retired army major, came back after two tours
of Vietnam to seek refuge in the peace and quiet of the mountains of
Perry County, Ky. The land he came to live on had been in the family
for years, including 128 acres where his grandfather raised sheep,
•cattle and livestock. But before long, Cornett's sanctuary became a
battleground. He awoke one winter morning in 1983 to discover
that a parcel of his land had been strip-mined without warning. Once
prime timber land, two acres of Cornett's land had been transformed
into a moonscape by the Vagas Coal Company.
Vagas had the legal right to mine without personally inlorming
Cornett under one of the nation's most arcane property laws, known
as the "broad form deed." Vagas purchased the mineral rights from
Cornett's grandfather in 1923. Cornett's situation resembles that of
thousands of eastern Kentucky residents whose ancestors sold the
mineral rights to their land at the turn of the century. Mountaineers
who were often illiterate signed away the mineral rights to out-ofstate speculators for as little as 50^ an acre. For decades, many of
these deeds sat idle in county courthouses. But as new technologies
have made these hills more profitable to mine, coal companies have
begun calling them in. Kentucky is the only state in the nation to
permit strip-mining under the broad form deeds—most of which
were signed before new technology made strip-mining profitable.
Under broad form deeds, coal companies are allowed virtually free
reign in their effort to extract the land's mineral wealth. Back when
the deeds were signed, men in bulldozers came and tore up part of
Cornett senior's farm, uprooting the potatoes he had planted.
Generations later, modern strip-mining equipment is chewing up
whole acres of Cornett's land, leaving it inhospitable. Cornett and
his neighbors are worried about the 10-acre site Vagas plans to
mine—at the place where their local water supply is located. Under
state law, broad form deed owners are permitted to mine the land
without restrictions or compensation to the land-owner for damages.
In most cases, no reclamation work is done. In their wake, mining
companies often leave an environmental disaster: deserted haul roads,
polluted streams and toxic refuse. While not all mineral deeds are
the "broad form" type, in eastern Kentucky, one of the state's major
coal producing regions, they are the predominant form of mineral
ownership.
Just across the border in West Virginia, the state high court has
effectively outlawed strip-mining under broad form deeds by ruling
that only the type of mining used at the time the deed was signed is
permitted. States like Pennsylvania and Tennessee have taken similar
action to restrict the use of broad form deeds, protecting the rights
of uhe surface owners. But in Kentucky, property laws governing
broad form deeds have changed little since their author, John C.C.
Mayo, pioneered the deeds in the early 1900s. A native of eastern
Kentucky, Mayo made his name when he began working with a
Chicago-based energy company that offered to pay him $5 per acre
for mineral lands in Letcher, Pike and Floyd counties. Rather than
buy the land outright, Mayo devised a way to purchase the underlying
coal and minerals, together with the right to mine and remove them
by all means "deemed necessary or convenient" as conveyed in his
broad form mineral deed.
Mayo's skill in winning the confidence of even the most skeptical
mountaineers helped him to lead a series of spectacular coups in
which he purchased the seemingly worthless black rock beneath their
mountain for little more than a pig rifle and a vague assurance that
the land would not be mined for a long time. He used the broad
form deed to buy up the coal and minerals under some 600,000 acres
of land in the region.
Today, most of Kentucky's strip mines are held under broad form
deeds, according to the Kentucky Fair Tax Coalition. During the past

One of the most effective groups to organize opposition to the
deeds is the Kentucky Fair Tax Coalition (KFTC), a citizens' organi- "
zation that was instrumental in leading a state-wide initiative to make
coal taxes more equitable. The KFTC has recently organized coal
field citizens to testify before the Senate committee on the adverse
effects of mining under broad form deeds, and created a legal defense
fund for landowners challenging a company's right to mine under the
broad form deed.
Last year they won a major battle when the Kentucky General
Assembly passed a law requiring that mining be conducted only with
the technology available at the time the deed was signed, making
strip-mining under broad form deeds impossible. But Gov. Martha
Layne Collins and the Department of Natural Resources effectively
undercut the new ruling, siding with industry in their decision to issue
permits as before, unless successfully challenged in state court. Impoverished hill dwellers are thus forced to post thousands of dollars
in bonds to obtain a court injunction against coal operators—an effort
that may ultimately prove futile. Moreover, by the time the dispute
is settled in court, it is often too late to prevent the strip-mining.
Four suits are pending in Kentucky state courts, filed by landowners
disputing the coal companies' right to strip mine their land under
broad form deeds. As litigation from these suits piles up in county
courthouses across Kentucky, the state continues to issue mining
permits to companies holding broad form mineral deeds. Frankfurt
attorney Joe Childers, who represents one of the landowners whose
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suit is pending, argues that the state is doing so illegally, making a
"right to mine" finding before the courts have settled the broad form
deed question.
A few days before last Christmas, five neighboring landowners took
the broad form deed dispute to federal court They charged that the
state Natural Resources Environmental Protection Cabinet and the
federal Office of Surface Mining had failed to enforce mining regulations
requiring operators to present proof of their right to mine before being
granted permits by the state. Earlier this month, eastern Kentucky
landowners won a significant victory when a federal judge ordered the
state to stop issuing strip-mine permits when property rights are in
dispute under broad form deads. The federal ruling supports landowners'
cause by requiring either a surface owner's consent or clear language
in a deed allowing strip-mining. Moreover, the state's Natural Resources
Cabinet will have to revoke permits it has issued in disputed cases since
the Kentucky broad form deed law took effect last July 13.
•
Lynn Arditi works for the Center for Investigative Reporting in Washington.
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After six weeks of our $ 100,000 fund drive
we are barely one-quarter of the way to our
goal. This past week only 60 people sent in
contributions, amounting to $3,017 and
bringing our total of contributions and pledges
($405) to $28,878. No new sustainers were
added to our list, so we remain at 385, or 15
short of our goal of 400 sustainers.
This tepid response was not totally
unexpected from a letter that did not threaten
imminent demise. But by now our readers
should know that political journals, right, left
or center, are like public radio and public
television: we depend on our subscribers for
our survival, not just in emergencies, but as a
matter of course.
But you know that. So please send a check.
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the ignominious defeat on the same day of
Hans Apel, the SPD's candidate for mayor
BONN
of West Berlin and the leader of the party's
UROPE IS IN CRISIS. EVERYONE right wing. Apel, who was Helmut
keeps saying so. There is a Schmidt's defense minister during the Eurosinking feeling, a loss of direc- missiles controversy, stressed throughout
tion. Western European govern- the campaign his refusal to consider any
ments are all more or less fol- collaboration in office with the Alternative
lowing Ronald Reagan, even if they resent List, more or less the Berlin equivalent of
his monetary policies, are appalled by his the Greens, although more markedly leftattitude toward Central America and wing. Since the SPD had no serious prosfrightened of "Star Wars." They are follow- pect of gaining an absolute majority, this
ing because they don't see any good alter- refusal to consider left coalition amounted
native. If they did, most of them would to hints of willingness to join a center-right
probably bolt and run.
coalition with the ruling Christian DemocIn the absence of any political direction, rats (CDU), in case their partner, the Free
there is endless talk of economics and Democratic Party (FDP), should fail to get
technology. But it is unlikely that political over the 5 percent hurdle, leaving both
ideals are really gone forever.
CDU and SPD without an absolute majorLocal elections held in both France and ity. This would have been a test for the
West Germany on March 10 suggested the "grand coalition" between Social Demopossible shape of emerging new political crats and Christian Democrats that is no
projects and coalitions designed to pull doubt more in the thoughts of SPD leaders
Europe out of the stagnation of the "crisis." than they care to admit in public.
In both countries the elections were domiApel's strategy evidently lost the SPD
nated by the success of a strong new polit- votes on both the left and the right. The
ical leader.
CDU, led by incumbant Mayor Eberhard
In France, attention was riveted on Jean- Diepgen, scored 46.4 percent, the SPD did
Marie Le Pen, leader of the extreme right- poorly with 32.4 percent, the Alternative
wing National Front, which first emerged List got 10.6 percent and the FDP, far from
as a political force to be reckoned with in disappearing as hoped, bounced back with
the European Parliamentary elections last 8.4 percent.
June with a campaign playing on hostility
Lafontaine's approach in the Saarland
to immigrant workers, especially North Af- was just the opposite. Far from stigmatizing
ricans. Widely-publicized revelations in the Greens, he embraced their causes and
mid-February of Le Pen's role in interrogat- demanded that they share government reing and torturing prisoners during the war sponsibility in a coalition if they were really
in Algeria in early 1957 did not do his serious about getting things done. The Saarcampaign for the March 10 cantonal elec- land Greens, relatively weak to start with,
tions any noticeable harm.
rejected in advance a "red-green" alliance
Nationwide, Le Pen's National Front with the SPD. Voters gave them only 2.5
(NF) scored 8.69 percent of the vote, less percent, too little to get into the state legisthan its 11 percent in the Europarliamentary lature, and Lafontaine, with an absolute
elections. But this does not mean much majority, went on to build a "red-green"
jiince the NF did not run candidates alliance out of Social Democrats alone.
Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of the extreme
everywhere. What matters more is that the
A key figure in Lafontaine's experiment
NF consolidated its strength in certain reg- in "ecosocialism" in the Saarland will be
ions, especially the French Riviera—an his new minister for the environment, Jo
. area with a special sociological, economic Leinen, former chairman of the influential
and strategic nature that makes it particu- environmentalist league of citizens initialarly susceptible to the National Front's tives (BBU) as well as of the national coormixture of anti-Arab xenophobia and rabid dinating committee that organized major
anti-Communism.
demonstrations against deployment of
In Toulon, a Mediterranean port and Pershing II and cruise missiles (see story
naval base, the National Front scored over page 11). Leinen enthusiastically supports
31 percent in one district and led the trad- the prospect of a Green-SPD coalition to
itional right-wing parties with 27 percent govern West Germany in the next decade.
in others. The extreme right also did well The paradox, of course, is that what is
in Marseilles, Cannes and Nice. In fashion- likely to endear Lafontaine and Leinen most or less as a cross they had to bear, Lafonable Saint Tropez, the NF's most influential to top SPD politicians is precisely their suc- taine plunged in enthusiastically, sensing
supporter was Prince Charles della Torre e cess in being "green" enough to eliminate that this was where the SPD could tap new
Tasso (a descendant of the Bonapartes), the Greens—something the conservative strength and revive the idealism smothered
and its candidate was the vice president of Apel approach was quite unable to achieve.
by years of Helmut Schmidt pragmatism.
the local association of former settlers in
In his latest book, Der andere FortsAlgeria, Jean-Louis Bougeureau, who calls Conquering hero.
schritt: Verantwortung statt Verweigerung
Le Pen "the French Reagan, a man who Lafontaine was cheered as the conquering ("The new progress: responsibility, not
has turned around the wind of history all hero by Saarland Social Democrats, to refusal"), Lafontaine excuses Schmidt's
by himself."
whom he is the local boy who has made apparent technocratic coldness by the fact
In Germany, the hero of the March 10 very good indeed. From a working-class that he belonged to a political generation
elections was Oskar Lafontaine, who polit- background, educated by Jesuits and with whose youth coincided with Nazi rule and
ically is almost the opposite of Le Pen. Le a degree in physics, Lafontaine combines who was therefore suspicious of any expresPen is essentially a trouble-maker. The advocacy of "green" themes such as ecol- sion of political idealism, having seen the
basic political question raised in France by ogy and disarmament with a very "un- frightful effects of its misuse and perverhis success is whether he will pull the resur- green" style. Rigorous, disciplined and sion.
gent "respectable" right, and thus the coun- even authoritarian in character, his oftenFor his short period as chancellor, Willy
try as a whole, frther to the right in next noted resemblance to Napoleon is some- Brandt had offered identification and hope
year's legislative elections, or whether, on times thought not to stop at physical fea- to German youth, but afterward, the SPDthe contrary, the specter of Le Pen will split tures.
FDP coalition headed by Schmidt presented
the respectable right and allow the
Whereas, in the early '80s, most SPD a "German model" more and more disapemergence next year of a centrist coalition leaders tried to put down the peace move- pointing to youth. Youth "could not idenbetween the Socialists and those conserva- ment as an unseemly threat, and a few tify with growth fetishism, bans on raditives who reject electoral alliance with the others, like Erhard Eppler, joined it more cals, hysteria over terrorism, nuclear power
National Front.
and the NATO double decision." Thus
young people abandoned the SPD and felt
SPD victory in '87?
politically "homeless," according to LafonThe basic political question raised by
taine. The need for a "home" or "homeLafontaine's success is whether the Social
land" (Heimat) exists, and expresses itself
Democratic Party (SPD) has found the
in citizens' initiatives to protect their water,
leader and the line that can carry it to natheir air, their forests, their surroundings
tional victory in 1987. At 42, Lafontaine
from industrial damage or nuclear war.
himself seems to have no doubts. Now that
"The founding of the Green party is a
he has triumphantly gone from mayor of
result of this development," wrote LafonSaarbrucken to prime minister of the Saartaine. "Nuclear weapons, atomic energy
land with an absolute majority in the state
and ongoing destruction of the countryside
legislature, Lafontaine is a serious contenhave fused together homeless leftists and
der for eventual leadership of the SPD.
citizens attached to conservative values in
Lafontaine's victory was enhanced by
a new party." The Green Party provides a
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Two new stars of
Europe in crisis

In West Germany,
Oskar Lafontaine
is a serious
contender for the
leadership of the
Social Democrats.
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"feeling of a political home," a sense of
"identity in a new political culture." For
this reason, it will probably not disappear
as fast as some people think, according to
Lafontaine, who estimates the Green hard
core at around 5 percent.
The SPD lost a good part of a generation
because of the limits of Schmidt's
"realism," related to Karl R. Popper's-,
philosophy of "critical rationalism," which
rejects overall historical views of reality for
day-to-day problem-solving. Such realism
never attempts to bring about different social conditions, but only to keep existing
ones in order. Public discussion is stuck in
technical problems of "economic growth"
or "military balance" that cannot solve real
and rapidly escalating problems.
Thus short-range realism or Realpolitik
is stuck in a dilemma, a crisis. "Reason,
the great achievement of the Enlightenment," demands disarmament
but
"technological rationality" calls for increasing arms expenditures.
Lafontaine argues that the time has come
to define what we really want, what our
real goals are, and not to run after "growth
indicators" that, it is now clear, do not indicate any qualitative improvement in the
life of society. The SPD must incorporate
ecological values with the historic values
of the working class.

Tough road ahead.
Lafontaine faces a tough test in putting
some of his ideas into practice in the Saarland—one of West Germany's smallest
(1.1 million inhabitants), poorest and most
Continued on page 22

